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A thorough analysis of computerized stochastic simulation proble~s 
has been undertaken to determine the number of iterations (or ra~dom 
draws) necessary to achieve a required degree of output accuracy. 
basic problem is to determine when the sampled output mea~ and standard 
deviation are within specified accuracy limits. 
An error analysis is made oi the statistical properties of 
deterministic-probabiistic and logic (random walk) type proble~s. A 
reco~~endation for determining the number of problem iterations required 
is then presented. 
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Simulation is a numerical technique for conducting sampl~ng 
experiments on a model of a system which can be described in a :ogical 
and/or mathematical manner.l The experiments are done on the QOdel 
rather than on the real system,with a minimum expenditure of ti~e, 
money, and manpower. In general, the simulation is performed on a 
digital corr.puter because of the vast amount of calculations req~ired 
and not because of any inherent relationship. 
B. Monte Carlo 7echnicue 
Before turning to the problem presented in this thesis, it is 
necessary to define one important variant of simulation--" N:onte Carlo" 
Analysis. 2 Monte Carlo Analysis is a technique for estimating the 
solution, x, of a numerical mathematical and/or logical problem by 
means of an artificial random sampling experirr.ent. The output of the 
experiment is usually given as the sample average value and the sam-
ple standard deviation of a random variable whose arithmetical 
average and standard deviation approach the true expectation (mean), 
x, and the actual standard deviation, as the sarr.ple size approaches 
infinity. In most of the useful applications, the mathematical prob-
lem is stated in terms of probability. For example, the Monte Carlo 
method of circuit analysis is a statistical technique that per~its 
computer simulation of a brute force empirical method. This approach 
involves the synthetic construction of a network under study from 
component parts sampled at random from representative populations of 
those parts. This process is repeated (iterated) as many times as 
1 
2 
desired, and data are recorded and tabulated for all network va=iables 
of interest. Statistical analysis of this data provides an idea of 
the mean values of each circuit variable and the variations that 
might be expected. 
The main advantage of "Monte Carlo" is that rr.any numerical 
problems, too complicated to solve by any other method, can be solved 
utilizing Monte Carlo simulation. A familiar example is the estima-
tion of the probability of winning a game of pure chance. Sometimes 
the only simple method of estimation is to play the game over and 
over until the statistics settle down. 
The basis for justification of the Monte Carlo approach is a 
statistical theorem called the Glivenk.o-Cantelli theorem, which 
states:3 
Given: A function of n variables y = f (xl, x2, •••• xn) 
With each variable described by some density function. 
Randomly select x1, x2, •••• Xn from their respective 
density function and compute y. Perform this m times. 
As m , the observed relative frequency function of y approaches 
its actual density function. 
When a Monte Carlo method is performed on an electronic computer, 
the random sampling numbers (Occurrence is deterrr.ined by pure chance) 
may be replaced by deterministic pseudo-random sampling numbers. 
(Occurrence can be predetermined, but sequence is able to pass sta-
tistical tests for randomness). The use of a pseudo-random number 
generator provides an efficient means of providing the required large 
quantity numbers. The pseudo-random number generator utilized in 
this study provides real single-precision numbers uniformly 
distributed between 0.0 and 1.0. The routine employed for nu~bey 
4 generation is the multiplicative congruential method. This Youtine 
has been tested for uniformity on the unit line, pairs on the ~nit 
square, and triples on the unit cube and found free of significant 
error. 
C. The Basic Problem 
Monte Carlo simulation techniques are gaining great popular~ty, 
especially in the areas of military and business strategy (logistics, 
war gaming, etc.), cowmunication theory and circuit design. Euge 
sums of money are being allocated; warehouses are being stocked; 
maintenance is being planned; and circuits are being designed based 
on the outputs of simulation problems. 
It is imperative, therefore, that the outputs are valid and 
accurate! Accuracy and economy in a Monte Carlo analysis are depend-
ent upon the number of iterations required to determine the density 
function for each output variable. 
The basic problem, then, associated with Monte Carlo simulation 
is to determine when the random output statistics have settled to 
within some specified degree of accuracy. This requires a de~er~ina-
tion of how long the problem must be run (time average) or how many 
iterations are necessary (ensemble average) before the random 
output(s) become(s) stable.5 
A secondary problem associated with Monte Carlo si~ulations is 
to try to devise a methodology for minimizing the computer time--for 
reasons of economy--associated with the simulation. This can be 
achieved, essentially, by providing a method for reducing the time 
and/or number of iterations required to achieve output stability. 
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The major consideration of this study will, therefore, be tne 
detailed analysis of the statistics associated with and generated by 
computerized Monte Carlo problems in order to try to establish basic 
criteria for determining the time and/or number of iterations required 
to produce stable output results. 
A deterministic-probablistic problem (an analytical problem whose 
parameters are randomly selected) will be analyzed in order to gain 
insight and understanding of the statistical relationships. The number 
of parameters, the density functions which represent those parameters, 
and tte statistical properties of the density functions will be varied 
in order to determine the effects on the output statistics. A logic 
problem (random walk) will then be analyzed in a similar manner. 
II. 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITEi"iATURE 
(ReFERENCE ITEMS) 
Items (1), (2), (4), and (10) describe si~ulation, Monte C~rlo 
techniques, random number generators and statistic~l consideratio~s in 
simulation problems in detail, and, therefore, provide the necessary 
background for understanding the problem. 
Items (8), (9), and (11) of the bibliography discuss statis~ical 
sampling from a single distribution and, as such, provide so:ne insig:-.t 
into the basic problem and do provide a starting point. However, this 
thesis is rr.ainly concerned with sampling from many distributions and the 
interactions of these samples upon a rando~ output. 
There are no existing criteria, in the literat~re reviewed, for 
accuracy prediction or methods for minimizing the n~mber of itera~ions 
for stochastic simulation problems. In essence, nothing was uncovered 
which directly relates to these problems. 
However, Item (13) provides the basic considerations necessary in 
developing and performing computer simulation experirr.ents, while 
Items (14) and (16) ill~strate some of the highly sophisticated sim~la-
tions that have been developed and successfully implemented. 
III. 
DISCUSSIOI\ 
A. Descriotion of Work 
The major steps taken in trying to solve the proble~s we~e: 
1. Analysis of the basic parameters associated with the si~~la~ion 
problems (i.e., density functions, random number ge~erators, 
effect of the seed (starting point) on the random sequence, tr.e 
interrelationships between inputs and outputs, etc.). 
2. Selection of the density functions to be utilized in t~e 
simulation problems. 
3. Selection of a deterministic simulation problem which woCJ:.d 
provide maximum information. 
4. Development of a computer program for execution and printo"Ut of 
all pertinent statistical data.(Refer to Appendix A.) 
5. Execution and analysis of the problem and results. 
6. Selection of a realistic logic problem (random walk). 
7. Development of a computer program for execution and p~into"Ut of 
all pertinent statistical • .c ..... li1J.orma .. 1on. (Refer to Appendix B.) 
8. Execution and analysis of the problem and results. 
9. Error analysis and quantification of all ex?erimental data. 
10. Development of conclusions and recommendations. 
B. Jeter~inistic-Pro~ablistic Sinulation Proble~ 
After a thorough analysis of possible problems in this area, 
it was decided to use a simple series resistor networl<. lr.e 
major reasons for this choice were simplicity in calculations, 
7 
comprehensiveness in outputs (additive, linear and non-lir.ear) and 
applicability of the results to associated problems. 
1. Circuit Description 
The basic circuit is shown below: 
Rl R2 
~~:---0 
~1 = lOO ~ RN ~ oul 
Circuit Schematic 
The output variables under consideration are: 
Y1 out = f (R) = Rl + R2 + ... + RN (additive) cQ. 1 
y2 out= 9 (R) = RN x Yin (linear) EQ. 2 
Rl + R2 + ... + RN 
y3 out = z (R) = l ( RN:<YIN ) 2 RN . Rl f ... f ~N (non-linear) EQ. 3 
2. Problem Description 
Each resistor is a random variable described by a density 
function. 6 The value for each resistor is determined by takir.g 
a sample from the specific density function as illustrated for 








f(x) = i exp ~ - ( "-'') 2 ~ .1\. ,_•• -
{? v 2 -rfV l 26"1 2 ! 
' ~ 
X = Sampled Value L ' __, 
m = Mean 
6l 2 = Variance 
(} = Standard Deviation 
f(x) = Probability Density Function 
Normal Density Function 
Figure 1 
The four FORTRAN statements suitable ~or gene~~ting a 
no~mally distributed variable, Rl, about mean TMU, with s~andard 
deviation SD, would be6 : 
Xl = RAl\U ( 0) 
X2 = RAI\1]) ( 0) 
X = (-2.0 *Loge (Xl)) ** 0.5 * cos (6.283 * X2) 
Rl = X * SD + TMU 
9 
R2 through RN are selected in a similar man~er a~d t~en the 
data is computed and tabulated. The process is then repeated 
(iterated); the output statistics, along with the individual 
resistor statistics, are calculated according to the follow:ng 
equations: 
a. The sample mean of n observa ti.ons: 
Where: 
x=~ r= 
i = 1 
X· 1 
X = Average Value of Xn 
n = Number of Iterations 
Xi= Value of Xn for the ith Trial 
EQ. 4 
b. The sample standard deviation of n observations: 
S.D. EQ. 5 
Where: 
S.D. = Standard Deviation 
n = Number of Iterations 
Xi = Value of X for the ith Trial 
X = Sample Mean Value of X 
The true means and standard deviations for the individual 
resistors are known. No simple method exists for deter~ining the 
true mean or standard deviation of the outputs except for the 
additive case. Therefore, the lO,OOOth iteration is utilized as the 
true value for the output means. With this information available, 
an error analysis can be performed, with the absolute error given by: 
10 
ABS Error= !True V&lue- Actual Value!! 
True Value 
X 100% 
In order to provide a complete understanding of the problem, the 
magnitude of the output standard deviations are plotted against the num-
ber of iterations. The computer flow diagram is provided in Figure 2. 
C. Logic Simulation Problem 
In order to utilize and analyze a realistic problem, the logic 
was extracted from the SAGES model,which is an existing spacecraft 
support model. This model simulates all activities associated with 
the final preparation of a spacecraft prior to launch. For exa~ple, 
all testing, fuel loading, wait times, a11d calibrations are simu-
lated. The model establishes the time required for all those 
activities. This time output (duration of support activities) is 
stochastic in nature with the mean and the standard deviation being 
provided. 
The basic problem description follows: 
The simulation problem (Refer to Figure 3.) is a logic problem 
(random walk), where decisions must be made at certain points to 
determine which path to follow. The problem presented is only con-
cerned with the checkout and testing activities required prior to 
launching a space vehicle. 
The following major steps take place during the simulation of 
this support problem: 
1. The time to fail is established for the system being tested. 
This is derived from the standard definition for reliability, 
as follows 7: 
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R =Reliability= The probability of a cev:ce per:or~:~g 
its purpose adequately for t~e period 
of time intended under tte operating 
conditions specified. 
A = Failure Rate = 1/mean-time-between-failure 
t = Operational Time 
Solving Equation 6 for t 
- ~t = loge R 
EQ. 7 
Where R, for the purpose of gener~ting t, is a random variabie 
determined by sampling from a uniform density function bounded 
by 0.0 and 1.0. 
Since >.is a known quantity and R is determined by random 
selection, the time to fail can be calcula~ed directly. 
2. The next step is to determine the delay associated with obtaining 
the checkout equipment itself. This delay is a random v~riable 
described by a normal density function. The delay t:me is acc~m-
ulated, and the problem proceeds to the first decision point. 
3. Next, the system status is determined. This is do~e by compa~:ng 
the accumulated time against the time to failure to see if an 
actual failure has occurred. A decision must be made at this 
point concerning the system status. 
4. The time to test this system is then determined. This is also a 
random variable described by a normal density function. The time 
selected is accumulated,and the problem proceeds to the next 
decision point. 
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5. Since checkout equipment is not infallible, it is possible to 
make a mistake, that is to have a false alarm (A good system is 
called bad.), or a misdetection (A bad system is called good.). 
The probability that a bad decision will be made is .1 in both 
cases. The decision is made by drawing from a uniform density 
function between 0.0 and 1.0. 
6. If a system has been designated bad, it proceeds to the repair 
shop. Repair time, also, is a random variable described by a 
normal density function. The repair time is accumulated; a new 
time to failure is calculated; and the system goes back through 
the test cycle. 
7. If a system has been designated as good, the problem is termir.ated, 
and the output time is tabulated. The problem is then re?eated as 
many times as desired with the sample output average and standard 
deviation being calculated after each run utilizing Equations 4 
and 5. 
D. Density Function Parameters 
A comprehensive listing of the problems studied and their 
associated statistical parameters is contained in Figures 4 and 5. 
A major listing of those problems follows: 
1. Determ;nistic Problem Variations - Effect on Output(s) 
a. Effect on the output due to increasing the number of density 
functions (number of resistors). 
b. Effect on the output due to changing density function (i.e., 
normal, gamma, uniform) and their statistical properties 
(means and standard deviations). 
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c. Effect on the output due to mixing normal, ur.Eor:r., ano ga~:.11a 
density function (hybrid) in the same problems. 
2. Logic Problem Variations- Eff2ct on Outnut(s) 
a. Effect on the output due to changing statistical properties 
of the density functions. 
b. Effect on the output due to changing the random sequence 
starting point (seed). 
E. Initial Analytical Preparation 
In order to analyze the results of the investigation in a 
logical manner, all means and standard devia~ions (where necessary) 
were trans£ ormed into "error versus i teratio:1" graphs. The r..agn::-
tudes of the output standard deviations are shown as a function of 
the iterations in all cases. 
The graphs were prepared on four cycle, semi-logarthmic graph 
paper with the iterations extending from 1 to 10,000. In most cases, 
the graphs extend to only 1,000 iterations. In selected areas, they 
were extended to 10,000 iterations in order to indicate the error 
reduction for iterations up to that figure. 
The error scale extends from 0 to 10%. Errors greater tha:1 10% 
are considered, by industry, as too extreme for prediction purposes 
while errors less than 5% are considered excellent. 
F. Graphical Representations 
A correlation between the problems presented i:1 Figures 4 and 5 
and the graphs which represent those problems is contained in 
Figure 6. 
G. Analysis 
1. Deterministic Program 
Determi ni s ti _c_E_~:.o_9_1 e_fD 
1. Two Resistor (Normal) 
2. Three Resistor (Normal) 
3. Four Resistor (Normal - 10% S.D.) 
4. Four Resistor (Normal -Variable S.D.) 
5. Four Resistor (Ga~na -Variable S.D.) 
6. Four Resistor (Uniform- Variable S.D.) 
7.-10. Hybrid (Normal, Uniform, Ga~a) 
Lo_q]-sJ_:r..QP.Le-:2! 
1.-3. Five Point Logic (Variable S.D.) 
i<-Appcndix 
CORRET.ATION BETWEEN Glii1!1llS AND PHOl\l.L'.:S 
Figure 6 












a. ~ffect of Increasing the Number of Density Functions 
Graphs 11 through 19 in Appendix C exhibit the input and 
output transient characteristics for an increasing nuwber of 
density functions (resistors). The resistors are all repre-
sented by normal distributions with 10% standard deviations 
and various means (Refer to Figures 4 and 5.). Figures 7 and 
8 provide a sample of these effects. 
A summary of the results of these problems follows: 
(1) The number of iterations required before the output 
statistics settle down (stay below 10% error) is approx-
imately the sallie for all three cases. 
(2) The magnitude of the output (mean) transient error 
(error is not bounded) increases as the number of 
decision points increase. 
(3) The error of the mean for after 1,000 iterations is 
smallest for the additive output, with the linear output 
next and finally the non-linear output being the largest. 
(4) The statistics of the individual density functions for 
this problem require a larger number of iterations to 
settle down than do the associated output statistics 
regardless of the number of decision points. 
(5) The seed (starting point) of the random sequence 
associated with a given density function appears to 
have a direct effect on the number of iterations required 
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(6) The .sample mean's ·Settle down faster than the sample 
standard deviations of the individual density f~nctions 
and the output relative frequency distributions. 
(7) The outp~t standard deviations require approximately 100 
iterations to settle down. 
b. Effect of Various Densitv Functions 
Graphs 20 through 35 in Appendix C exhibit input ana 
output characteristicsassociated with three different density 
functions; namely, uniform, gamma, and normal. The resistors 
associated with these density functions have various means 
and standard deviations as specified in Figures 5 and 6. 
A sumuary of the major results follows: 
(1) The number of iterations required before the output 
statistics settle down is approximately the saffie regard-
less of the shape of the density function. However, the 
magnitude of the error that the statistics initially 
settle to increases as the input density functions 
become more uniform. 
(2) The average error reduction associated with 10,000 
iterations is only slightly better than that associa~ed 
with 1,000 iterations. In some cases, it was worso due 
to machine errors. 
(3) The statistics of the individual resistors require a 
larger number of iterations to settle down than co t~e 
associated output statistics, regardless of the density 
function's statistical characteristics. 
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(4) The seed of the random sequence associated w~th a density 
function, regardless of shape, mean or sta;.dard deV:ation, 
appears to have a direct effect on the nur.ber of itera-
tions required for the transient effect to settle down. 
(5) The error associated with the output mean for l,COO 
iterations is smallest for the additive output, next for 
the linear, and again, largest for the non-linear. 
(6) The means settle down faster than the standard deviations 
in all cases. 
(7) The output standard deviations settle down after approx-
imately 100 iterations regardless of type outp~t or 
input density functions. 
c. Hybrid Problem 
Graphs 36 through 40 in Appendix C exhibit the output 
transient characteristics associated with a mixture of density 
functions for each problem. These resistors are represented 
by various density functions, means and standard deviations, 
as specified in Figures 5 and 6. All cases feature the same 
density function for each individual resistor with the sta-
tistics being varied from case to case. 
The following major result can be stated concerning 
these problems: 
The number of iterations required before the output 
statistics settle down is approximately the same for the 
four cases presented. 
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d. Logic Problem - Six Decision Points 
Graphs 41 and 42 in Appendix D exhibit the output 
transient characteristics for the logic problem. The in~ut 
density functions have various means, shapes and standard 
deviations, as specified in Figures 5 and 6. 
A summary of the major points of concern follows: 
(1) The output means settle down after approximately the 
same number of iterations (just as in the deterministic 
case), regardless of the standard deviations associated 
with the input density functions, with only the magnitude 
of the error being effected. 
(2) The output standard deviations settle down after 
approximately 100 iterations, regardless of the standard 
deviations associated with the input parameters. 
e. Logic Problem with Differen~ Seeds 
Graphs 43 and 44 in Appendix D depict the means and 
standard deviations of the logic outputs as a function of 
the iterations and the seed. Various seeds were utilized, 
and the two extreme cases are presented. 
The following points are summarized: 
(1) The transient condition for the output statistics is 
a function of the seed selected for the input density 
function parameters. The transient effect can be 
reduced significantly by changing the seed. 
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(2) The major difference between the two problems was found 
to be in the magnitude of the error associated with the 
failure density function (input parameter). All other 
input errors settled down after approximately the same 
number of iterations (Refer to Figures 9 and 10.). This 
transient effect can be directly attributed to the seed 
since all other factors were held constant. 
(3) The transient condition for the output standard deviation 
is not as severely effected by the seed as is the mean. 
(4) The seed appears to have more effect on the logic 
problem than on the deterministic problem. This can be 
attributed to the feedback loop in the logic problem. 
This loop contains a density function which is utilized 
only one-third of the time. 
(5) The magnitude of the output standard deviation does not 
vary significantly between 1,000 and 10,000 iterations. 
(6) The settling time for the magnitude of the output 
standard deviation does not appear to be significantly 
effected by either the seed or the standard deviation 
of the input parameters. 
f. Seed Associated Errors 
Graphs 45 and 46 in Appendix D illustrate the errors 
associated with a uniform density function. All other density 
functions are directly related to this density function and 
its associated errors, due to the methods utilized for 
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The following major point can be made concerning these 
graphs: 
The number of iterations required to produce stable 
statistics from a uniform distribution is directly related 




As a direct result of this study, it can be concluded that: 
A. Economy and time not withstanding, it is impossible to eliminate all 
errors contained in the output statistics of stochastic simulation 
problems. Even if the problem could be repeated more than 10,000 
times, the computational error can exceed the error associated with 
1,000 or less iterations!l2 
B. The outputs follow the same general pattern; namely, the output 
statistics exhibit a transient error, then settle to some fixed er=or 
and, in most cases, slowly approach a minimum error in a random ~anner. 
C. The error, in the deterministic problem, associated with the output 
means for 1,000 iterations is smallest for the additive output, next 
for the linear and largest for the non-linear. 
D. error reduction between 1,000 and 10,000 iterations is not 
necessarily obtainable. 
E. The number of iterations required for the output statistics to 
initially settle down appears to be independent of the nur.ber, shape, 
mean and standard deviations of the input density functions. How-
ever, the magnitude of the error that the statistics initially settle 
to is dependent on some of these parameters. 
F. Neither the number of density functions, the type of problem, nor the 
type of output appear to have a significant effect on the number of 
iterations required to produce stable output statistics. 
G. The seed of the random number generator has a direct effect on the 
number of iterations required before the output statistics settle 
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down. The logic problem is more sensitive to the seed than is the 
deterministic problems presented due to the infrequent utilization 
of a density function in the feedback network. 
H. Judicious selection of the seed, for the specific problem under 
investigation, significantly reduced the number of iterations 
required. 
I. It appears to be both practical and achievable, through seed selection, 
to specify 100 iterations (or random draws) from the least used den-
sity functions in the problem as a sufficient number to obtain 
acceptable output statistics. This is a minimum number due to the 




A. In order to select a seed that insures a reduced number of iterations 
to be required for a given stochastic problem, the following 
recommendation is provided: 
1. Determine the number of density functions and the frequency of 
utilization. 
2. Develop a computer program to draw fro~ the random numoer 
generator for each density function point at the normal 
frequency of use. 
3. Tabulate the statistics of the random number generator at eac~ 
point for various seeds. 
4. Analyze the errors at each point as a function of the number of 
iterations. 
5. Select and utilize the seed which accelerates the decay of the 
transient condition,especially for uniform and exponen~ial den-
sity functions, in the least number of iterations at each point. 
B. An alternate method would be to select· and implement a seed for e~ch 
point utilizing the criteria specified in 5 above. This method pre-
sents programming problems when implementing the stochastic simulation. 
However, it may be the simpler method if the simulation logic is 
complex. 
C. w:1en implementing the simulation problem, a counter must keep track 
of the number of random draws from the least used density function in 
order to automatically determine program termination. 
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10 f<l=F<AI,iJiO) 
lf(Rl.EQ.Gl GO TO 10 
13 TR=H~n<T 
V 1 "" -A L 0 0 ( T i-~ l I A A 
RE ruf~r-. 
END 
SUDkUUllNf:. hOi·<.i-'t/\L.{ Ti·'ll.hSv,l/1) 
10 Rl = RANU (0) 
R2 = I·U\i~l.J (Oi 
IF(klcl0.0l GU TO 10 
kNi~ ~- -·2· ~/,L0G ( Rl 
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C MATRICES WILL BE AS FOLLOWS 
C DELAY!N), TEST<NJ, ~TBF(N), FAILM<N> , TOT(N) 
C NN=MAX NU~~ER OF SYSTE~S 
REAL MTAFt~EAN,MEASUM,MEAVAR 
REAL MREP, MSREP, MDEL, MSDEL, MFLTt MSFLT 








DO 100 III = ltiSET 
READ(5,JI NNt KK 
JUNK = RANDCKK) 
READ(5,2><DELAY(NltSTDDELCNI,TEST(Nl,STDTSTCN),MTGFCN), N=1,NN ) 
READ<5,3) ( REPCNJ,STCREP(NltTO<Nl,PGOOD(NJ, N=ltNN l 
DO 10 N = lt NN 
MEASUM<Nl = Oo 
MEANCNl = o. 
MEAVAR(Nl = O. 
VARCN> = Oo 
10 STD(N) ~ O. 
TOTAL = O. 
MXTOTAL = Oo 
TRfP = Oe 






























MSREP = O. 
TDEL = o. 
t-1DEL = 0. 
MSDEL = O. 
TFLT = o. 
,_.1FL T = 0. 
MSFLT = o. 
,._HOTAL = O. 
KOUNT =0 
VRTOT/1L = O. 
SDTOTAL = o. 
LL :: 0 
DO 100 LCOP = 1,10000 
FLT = 0 
OVEF~AL = O. 
DO 20 N= 1, tm 
FAILMCN> =TAUCMTBFCN)) 
20 CONTINUE 
3 0 0 D 0 2 1 N :: 1 , r-J f\l 
TOTCN) = TOCNl 
C ADD A VARIABLE DELAY CMEAN=DELAY,STD DEV = STDDELl 
CALL NOR~ALCDELAY(N),STUDEL(~),Vl> 
TOTCNl = TOTCN> + Vl 
TDEL = TDEL + Vl 
MDEL = TDEL I LOO? 
MSDEL = MSDEL + C V1 - MDEL l**2 
VRDEL = ~SDEL I LOOP 
SDDEL = SOF<T ( ABS ( VRDU. l l 
C ADD TOTAL TEST TIML 
1463 




























CALL NORMALCTESTC~),STDTSTCN),Vll 230 
TOTCN> = TOT (t-,1 l + Vl 240 
c CHECK FAIL STATE OF PRIME 250 
22 CONTINUE 260 
I F C TOTCNl. GT. FA I L~1 ( N l ) GO TO 24 270 
c SYS TEt>~, IS GOOD 280 
IFCPGOODCN>.LT.RANDCOllGO TO 25 290 
c SYSTEM IS CALLED GOOD 300 
GO TO 23 310 
24 CONTINUF 320 
c SYSTEt'-1 IS B/I.D 330 
IFCPGOODCNl.LTcRAND(O)) GO TO 23 340 
c SYSTEM IS CALLED BAD 350 
25 CONTINUE 360 
FLT = FLT + 1 365 
c PERFOf~,~_~ .h. RA~D01v~ LEt~GTH REP/dR,CALCUL.ll.TE /1.. ~EW F/dl TH-1E,ETC. 370 
CALL NORMALCREP(Nl,STnREPCNJ,Vll 360 
TOT< N l = TOT< t-1 l + Vl 390 
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1 
TREP = TREP + Vl 391 
r.1REP :.:TRfJ'/f~OUNT 
,..1SRE P = fv~Sf\E P + ( v 1 - r .. , ~~ E P ) ~:-r--? 395 
VRRE P =i·1Sr\E PI KOUN T 
SDREP = sorn < I\E5S ( Vf~l\LP ) ) 39') 
FA I u..-: ( N >=TAU (t-il H F ( f'! l l i T01CN> 400 
GO TO 22 410 
c MF.M~~VI\f~IM:cT,STf)cCLV~ \'JILL l3l' 1\SSOClt"Hfl \·:ITt-1 E/\Cil ~; 4.?0 
2 3 0 V F f J\1 :-: 0 V E fU, L -; T 0 T ( ,\! l '+3 Cl 




,._lFLl = TFLT I LOOP 
MSFLT = MSFLT + C FLT - ~FLT ~~~2 
VRFLT = MSFLT I LOOP 
SOFLT = SORT( AGS( VRFLlll 
E H fHJ, [ N = A B S ( C i'1T CH f'\ L - '• 0 2 • l I 4 0 2 • l 
Ef~RfU·P = ABSC ( i~:RCP - 300.) I 300. l 
ERSH~P = A85( ( SOR.[P- STDf-~[P(Nl l I ST[)Rf::P(Nl 
21 CONTINU[ 
CALCULATE TOTAL ~TATISliCS 
TOTAL = OVERAL + TOTAL 




L = LOOP 
t,1XTOTAL + ( OVEfV'~L -- r.lTOTAL )~c-J:, 2 
f-1XTOTr'\L I LOOP 
SORT( 1\P,S(Vf\TOJALll 
433 




Lt 3 5 









I F ( L • [ 0 • 2 0 0 0 c 0 f\ • L • f CJ • 3 0 0 0 • 0 r~ • L • r C' ~ h 0 0 ~ • 0 ~;: • L • F r) • 5 (l 0 0 • CW • L • F CJ • t >~) C' C ~ 0 5 (, 7 
H~ • L • r o • -, ou o • oR • t • F: o • t~ on c • rm • t • r n • 9 r 1 r) n • or:; • 1. ~ F: :J • J o ') o ·J 1 c, o T o 7. r) ::. 6 f. 
GO TO 100 56S 
26 CONTINlJ[ 570 
~·m I T f ( 6 , '..i l l 0 0 P , :'< T 0 T f\l_ , V R T 0 T I, L , S D T C l /\ t ':J 7 0 
vmiTL(6~7> Vl~l,:f:p,;:,[)f<t F, \'~~DH_, SLli;[l, VI~FLl, S(lFLT,,\:l\~P,~·'D~:L,'·TLl 570 
v.·r:: In· c 6, e > umr·iUJ, r· 1\i-~~~l>', f·r:~, TfP 5 7o 
~,om r n· c 6, ~ > o'n ru~t_ 
1 oo cmn 1 r~ur 
1 F 0 F~ '< ;, l ( ? I')) 
2 F C>f\: ~ /\ l ( ~>FlO.? 
3 F 0 f\ '-' :, l ( '• r 1 o. 2 
5 fi (i 





4 FORMAT( * SYSTEM*l3*--MEAN,VAR,SD--*3Fl2.4 * THROUGH*I5 * LOOPS.*) 620 
5 FORMAT<*O SYSTEM STATISTICS - LOOP, MEAN,VAR,SD-*I5,3Fl4.4 ) 630 
6 FOR~ATC * THE FIRST FAILURE FOR SYSTEM~I2* IS AT*F6.2* HOURS.* ) 635 
7 FORMAT< * VARCREP> ,SD<REPl=*2F9.2*-- VARCDELJ,SDIDELl=*2F9.2 636 
1 •-- VARCFLTJ,SDCFLT)=*2F9.4, I* MEAN<REPJ,MEAN<DEL),~fANC 637 
2FLTl = *~ 3Fl4c4 l 638 
8 FORMAT( * ERRORS IN OUTPUT MEAN, REPAIR, SD REPAIR=*3fl4.4 ) 639 
9 FORMATC* OUTPUT = * Fl2e5 ) 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE NORMAL C T~U, so, V1 ) 640 
10 X = RAND(Ol 650 
Y = RANDCOl 660 
IF( X.EOoO.O.OR.Y.EO.o.o ) GO TO 10 670 
Vl = (-?.0 * ALOG ( X )) **•5 *COS ( 6.283 * Y ) * SD + TMU 68C 
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Seed Dependent Errors (Standard ·Deviation) 
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(I) 
1\) 
FHOGRMI 1 - Continued 
Arl C":= ((CJ~<DET!=?-Cr.?*DETF.l)/ (nf:Tf?-nFTI=tt 







r,'l TO ??.?. 
127 WQTTff"'J,.C1;?2l I"JFL 
o2? F1R'1fiT Cl7HDN~~Rfq ')F M'V)F =,T3,1?.H IS 11 BTI\T'1Frl//) 
"'IRITF(3,o]6) 




n J R c; 5 T = 1 , N ~-1 
R 55 F ( T I = ( r. { l ) ) * *? * f I ( I l I XL ( I ) * *? 
sflvr:r=rr 
WPTTf(3, 0 24) 
o? 4 F 1 P "'1 AT ( 1 :'· "1 F= ~4 f1 E R ' , q X , ' A X J fl. L r: r1 ~ C ~ I( I P S ' ) 





yc {l\lr-'1P) ?AC', C130, 9"'1 
2fW WRTT!=(':l.,?lq) 
f.C=CC+OCr. 
r,n rn ?27 





l~ITS OF EI,XI,A, 
AND XEI 
COMPUTE S ,ALPHA, 
BETA,DEL 
GIVE m.J ,SAVCC ,NC, 
INFL, AND CC INITIAL 
VALUES 
INCREASE CC BY DCC 
AND SET FOLD=DETERM 
EVALUATE DET XK 
USING MATRIX INVER-
SION TECHNI:tUE 
WRITE CC, DETEEM 
DCC 




INCREASE no. OF t10DE BY 
ONE AND DBTEffilTNE DIF-
FERENCE BET~:/EEN CC VALUE 
OF PREVIOUS !':ODE .AND l"'IODE 
JUST CALCULATED 
SECANT 11ETHOD USED TO 





FLO\.JCHART - STABILITY ANALYSIS 
82 
INT'UT DATA - STABILITY ANALYSIS 
Card Quantities Input Description 
No. Specification 
1 1 I5 JJ 
2 6 2 6 1 4I5 NF' NPS NT•I NR 
' ' ' 
3 96. 96. 96. 96. 96. 96. 7F10.4 XI 
4 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 7F10.4 XL 
5 96. 5. 3F10.4 XXI,XXL 
6 1. .5 1 • • 5 7F10.4 TAU 
7 .667.667.667.667.667.667 7F10.4 XKK 
8 24. 24. 24. 24. 24. 24. 7F10.4 A 
9 .3 15. .15 3F10.4 CCIN,CCEN,DCC 
10 1 2 1. 
11 1 3 1. 
12 1 9 1. 
13 2 4 1. 
14 2 11 1. 2I5,Fl0.4 AI1 Matrix 
15 3 8 1. 
16 3 12 1. 
17 4 6 1. 
18 4 7 1. 
19 410 1. 
20 -1 
21 1 2 1. 
22 1 3 -1. 
23 1 6 1. 2I5,F10.4 AR f'Iatrix 
24 1 7 -1 •. 
25 2 4 1. 
26 2 8 1. 
27 -1 

















Total running and compilation time on a IB~I 360 ·nodel 50 
was 24.0 seconds. 
84 
PHOGRAM 2 - DYNAt1IC ANALYSIS 
r'1 T 1..1 F ~! s I P "' 1\ .\.1 r -~ ~1 , vn , A R c 3 ~. , 1 :~ 1 , 'I( 1< c ., r' , v:· ' , r. tJ. ~ t 7 n , ? r ) 
n T ""s: N S I ':1 '' f) r l f ? '' ) , T fl. I J f ? r, I , -' ( ? 'l ) , B ( ? :' ) , r ( 2 n ) , J { ? '.! ) , I fi.J f) E: X f 1 0, '? ) 
n I '-1 E= "J S I l 'I ~ A ( ~ 0 ) , R A ( 3 r:' ) , !"' f) ( ~ ') ) , r: F: ( ') ',' ) , r: c:: ( "3 " l , G r, ( 'l. J l , ~i 1-l ( l ': I , H rJ ( 1 G ) 
n T ~ t:: ~~ S T 'l '' Q { ? n ) , c:; ( ? n) , X K K ( 7 n ) , F ( '? C'• ) , X I f ? 0 ) , ~ 1J t ( ~ J t , S V '2 ( 1 ') ) 
I) T ~-1 F N S I [l M T l ( ~ :·: l , T? ( 3 '1) , R f T f ~ fj ) , 1\ I P { 1 ~ ) , fl. l Po { ~ ~ ) 
f) I '.A F t< s T 'l " s M l ( l ,... ) ' s ~· 2 ( 1 'J ) ' ~ ., v 1 ( 3 r) ' ' s p v 1 { ?. r } ' s Q v ~ f 1 J ) ' <; ~., v ~ ( ') ') ) 
!) T M F f\J S T n ~I F I ( 2 ~ ) , X l ( ? 0 l , X~ ( ?. " ) , E ( ? :"' ) , ,lj I. D H A ( 7 3 l , q E T /1 ( ? 0 t , G A ~• M l\ C ? 0 ) 
l qFfiO{l,?lJJ 
? FJR'~fiT (J5) 
yc:: (JJ) l(llr~. 1, 1 
3 ~FAOCl,lCll~P,~PS,~M,~P 
1:·1 i-lP"1AT (t.f"i) 
QEAn(t,l[?)f'I(IfTt,I:l,N~l 
~F~nCl,l~?)fXLfiJ,T=l,~~) 
~ F fl '1 f 1 , 1 r· ? l ( X '·1 ( T l , T = 1 , W"' ) 
QF~f){ 1, lC1) XXI, XXL, XXM 
~Ffl.l)( l, 1':21 (Thll( I), T=l,N~) 
Q F fl f) ( 1 , l C? ) ('lt' !<I( fi ) ,I: 1, N M) 
q E fl 0 ( 1 , 1 ":' ? l ( A ( T ) , I = 1 , N'1 ) 
~I=M')( 1, tr~3)XF 
lC7 t::lR~AT (7Fl0.4) 
1r3 FJP~~T (3Fl0.4) 
~EAnfl,1~3lCCI~,CCEN,OCG 
N~T?=?*~~ 
"J P R = N P- "' P <; 
')1 2Bl J:l,"JPR 
n'l 2s:q J=l,NMT2 
?Rl l\~(f,.J)=0. 
2e' ~r~~ci,2?0lt,J.~~rJ 
J!=( I )?P3, ?R3,?.84 
2fl4 I\1.1(1,JJ=f1MtJ 
Gr:l TO 2~2 
2A~ CJ~JT T"IOF 
n'l 2~') Y=J,NP<; 
rn 2R5 J=l,N"1T2 
?Ali t\ll(J,J)=:). 
2A6 QF~I)(l,??.OtT,J,~qyJ 
IF{ l )?R7,?87,?~R 
?R.R a~(T,J)=I\RIJ 
r.'l T'l 7P6 
7P7 C'H!T TNlJF 
q F 1\ '1 ( 1 , l ~ "l l ( f fl.~<; ( I , J ) , J = 1 , 1\l P S ) , T = 1 , 1\!P S l 
11~ F1R~~T(~Fl~.4) 
??J F1R~tT(?J~,Fl~.4} 
'11 lr'• T=l,N~ 
1:)4 F( T )=Tflll( l )*XF 
WRTT~(~,?Pl) 
?JJ FnoMAT (3?HlfQEE VJ~~4TinNS 'lF RI~In FQt\~ESJ 
WRtTF(3,20')} 
?':!? r:np~AT(' "1F~Il.f:=~ VI\LIJE<; nt= l(I,XL,X~l,",r:,vi<'.K'l 
'11 2r1 T=l,r..J~ 
? ') -:t W Q I f f: { ~ , ? ') t• ) I , X I ( T ) , X L { l l , X ~· ( T ) , fJ. ( ! l , F ( T ) , X K I< f l } 
?~4 F'l~~AT(1X,!S,~X,7Fl4.6) 
WRITE(~,?O"l)XXT 
?~~ F1D~AT(31H~STI\MndPI) T TM f~C~ES 4TY =, Flq.P) 
WQTTF(3,?06)XXL 
I'ROGR.lll'1 2 - Continued 
?~6 F~QMAT (?AHrST~~nAR~ l~~~T~ ~~ FF~T :,F10.4' 
WQJTf(3,?rH)XXM 
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?~7 F1RM~T(4~HOSTA~Q~DD ~~SS IN~ PE~ FT =,rl~.~) 
W'HTFf1,11f') 
llJ FJOM,~T (?4HJVI\I.tJFS n1= CCf~,CCE"l,DCf:/) 
WPTTEC~,Jr3JCCI~,CC~N,DCC 
I~QITF(3 9 ?nR) 
?rR FDR~AT (14HOTH~ ~ATRIX ~~) 
1)1 ?rq f=I,~JPR 
? 0 o W Q T T E ( ~ , ? 1 ~ ) T , ( ~ "1 { f , J 1 , . J = 1 , 1\J '-' T ? ) 
?lJ FJ~MAT (4Y ~nW,I~, lX, tD7f16.7/(~X, lP7fl~.7)l 
WRITf{1,?lll 
?ll FnP~AT (l4H0THF ~ATRIX ~RJ 




?13 FnR4AT (l~H0THE MATRT~ ~~S) 
f')J 214 Y=l,NPS 
lP=T+"'IPR 
214 WRIT F ( 3, 21 0) I P, {A MS { I , J 1 , J = l, NP S) 
~~=3t:C'rO.*l44. 
G=l?rf'lr.*l44. 
rn l?G(' Y=1,NM 
XI (I )=VI ( T J /?0736. 
FICTJ=XT(Tl*FM 




I')J 130 T=l,I\IM 
CCI) =SOR.T( F (I l*XL (I l**?IF! ( T l) 
S ( I ) = S 0 ~ T ( F I ( T ) I ( X I< I( ( IJ *A ( T ) *';*XL ( T ) * * 2) ) 
133 R( I l=SQqT(XJ( I l/( 1\( J) *XL( I )*>:•Zl) 
fJQ 215 T=l,N~ 
ALPHAfl)=XLffl/XXL 
~ET.I\( T )=FI (I) /XEI 
f';l\V~A( f l =lP-1{ T l/XXV, 
n F L { T l = "l PH A ( I ) * * 2* S 1 R T( (; l\ '1 "1 ~ ( t ) I 'l f: T A ( I ) ) 
?.15 C"'NTfi'HJF 
(.J~TTF( 3,216) 
?16 P1P~~T( 1 ~V,af.lJFS f"lF "LP~o\,RFTI\,r;.I\M~A,I\NI') DFLI) 
'1'1 ?17 T=1,N'-' 
? 1 7 W ~ I T E ( 3, 2 1 8 ) J , 1\ L PH 1\ ( I l , '1 E T !\ ( I ) , G 1\ '·1 ,_, !\ ( I ) , n f l ( I ) 
?18 F1R~/\T (lX, 15, 1P4Fl6.7 l 
HPJTFC3,?1q) 






G;l Tf"l 2?? 
4 cc=r.r.+nrc 
FOlD=nFTFR'-1 
222 no ?24 T=I,N~ 
A( I )=DELfT l*CC 
E36 
FROGRAM 2 - Continued 
T 1 ( T l == S J R T f ( R ( I I * * ? - S ( T l * :<: 2 l * * 7 + ( ? • * ': ( T l ~' >:: ;:> >:<- r P ! T ) ,:, * .., +- <:; r T l * * J ) + 4 ) I 
1R(Il**?+frrnln(J)l**4.l '- • 
r? r r 1 =- P c T H' * 2 + q r 1 * * ? + r r c r , 1 9 r r ' 1 * *? 
111: T ( l ) == n ( T ) IS')~ T! 2. ) * S()? T ( T? ( I ) + T l ( I ) ) 
T F ( T l ( T ) - T? ( I ) ) 111, 1 3 1, ll? 
13? C:VJTir-.JUF 
Al D ( T):: R ( T l ISCIP T (?. ) * <;()q T ( T 1 ( T)- T? r T)) 
!\ fl ( l ) :: ( ( 1 • - S ( I ) * * 2 * P ( f l * * ? * P { T ) * * i' l t.c ( fit n ( T ) *- ~, .., - !l r f ( T ) * ~= ? + t. • * c:; ! T ) * 1< 
l 2 * R ( I ) * ~'? ) - ~ ( I l * * ?* S ( T l * * 4 • * ( fit_ r ( f l * t.<?- n F T f T l ,~ *? l l I ( !\I D ! I ) ..,. r\ 1: r ( T l * 
1 ( 1 • + S ( T ) * * 7 *C ( T l * *? l ) 
H 1 ( I ) = R F T ( T ) * ( l • - <:; ( I l ~'* 7 * ( !J L P f I l * * 7 + ~ ( T l * *.., * :> ( I l * ,., ;:>) ) 
R 0 ( I I =A L P ( T l ~' ( 1 • +" ( T ) ** ~ * ( Q. F T f T ) * :<: 2- '1 ( I ) ,:< '~'? ·~ r~ f I l * *? ) ) 
D"' ( T l = f fl l D ( I l * * ? - R r T ( T ) * *? + ? • * S ( T ) * * ? * ~ f T ) "" >::? I 
F F ( T ) = R ( J l t.c * ? * ( 7 • + S ( T ) * * 7 * ( P r= T ( I ) * * ? - 1\ I D ( I ) * i,: ?. - 2 • * n { ! l * ~ .., ~' ~ ( T ) •:C * ? ) 
J }/(fliO( l)'*RFT( l)) 
f) ( J ) = ( 2. * ( l • - C Cl S 1-l ( fl l D (I } I*: n S ( R r= T ( J ) ) ) + ~ fl ( T ) ~' S I ~.1 ( R f T ( T ) ) *<;I 'JH { 1\ L D ( 
lt ) ) ) 
r,r, ( l ) :: ( A L D f I ) t.r *? + R r= Tf T l * * 2J 
F F ( T ) =A l P f I 1 * R r- T { I l * ( 1 • + ' ( T l * * 7 * ( ( T ) * *?) 
S ~ 1 ( T l = f ~ 0 ( I 1 * C fl <; H f fll n f l I 1 * S P J f 'l [ T ( J J I - !-Hl ( I ) * <; I ~ J Y ( /'. l n { T I J * C 'l S f 11 F r ( 
1 I) l l l(n( I l~d-T( T) )*r,r,r I l*f! ( T ll't(lf I l 
S ~ ? ( ,. 1 == ~ ~ ( I ) * ( H 1 ( J l * <:. T t\.1 1-l f !\ L P f T l ) - ~ ~ ( l' ) * <; T N ( R r T f Y I ) ) I ( n f T l * r.: F { I ) ) * F 
lTflliXLCJl 
S "1 Y l ( I ) = ( f1 '! { I l * { 1 • - C l S 'H ~ ! n { T ) ) * r 1 S ( ~ f T ( T 1 1 ) - F r { I l ~' S T ~' H { '\I. ~ r t ) ) ~ S I 
1 'I { P ~ T ( f l l ) In { I I* F If T l /Y I_ f T I * * 7 
S~Y?fTl=~r.fll*{C~Sf~FTITlJ-CflSHCALD{T )l)lnfil*rf(tliYLCTl**? 
SVl f T l==S~Y1 ( T 1 If 1 .+Sf T l**?*r f T )tt*?) 
S V ? C T l == " ~-· v ? f I l I f l • + S f T l * * ? * r f I l * * '? l 
S R V 1 ( I ) = r; r; { T ) * ( q '\ ( I l * S I 'J 4 ( f\ I D ( ! ) ) * ( 'l S { P F T ( 1 ) ) + H '"' r r } * r. n S ~~ ( '\ 1 n ( T ) ) .:< S 
1 T"l ( n F T ( I l l 1 I f n ( T ) * r 1 • +) r T ) * *? * C f T I * *? l * ( 1 • - <; { T ) *-:< ? *a ( T l * ':< ! ~q~ t J ) * * ? 
l) l *c I ( T I I XI! T l **"' 
S ~ V 7 ( I } = G G ( T ) ,;, ( 11 ~ { T 1 * S T \! H ( ~ l n ( f ) l + H 'l { T l * <;: T ~I ( '~ F r { T l ) 1 I ( '1 { I l "' ( l • + <; ( T 
1l**?*C(ll**2)*fl.-S(J l**?*~fll**2*Rfl l**?ll*r.:'{ Jl/XL{Tl**"' 
S1 Tfl ??.4 
1 ~l CY,HI"IliF 
A l D P ( T ) :: Q ( I l I<;~~ T ( 2 • ) * S ':1 R T { T 2 { T l - T 1 ( T l 1 
GS IT l="LPPC I )*t:?+PFTC J I**? 
n,"' f I ) = R F T I I ) * ( 1\ L P P ( T I **?- P t T l * *? * ~ { l I * *' ?J 
"(\ ( I ) = ( ( l • - n ( I ) * ~ ? * R ( T ) * * ? * ') ( T l * ~' 2 ) * { r, r, ( r ) - (te *a, { r ' * *? >!< ') { f , * * ? l - g ( I 
1 ) * *? * S ( T ) * * 4 • * r;:, ( T 1 ) I f fl. L P P ( T l * q E T f ! ) * ( 1 • + S ! T I * *? * C ( t 1 * * ~ 1 l 
HJ ( T ) :: /1. L o P I I ) * ( P, E T ( T ) :<: * 7- R ( T l * .,, 2 * S ( J 1 * ""? l 
nrJ! T )==t\l PP( T l**::'+-~.FTf Il**?-?.*q( T l 'l.c~?*S( T) **? 
FC: CT )::(?.*1\LPD( f '**7*9FT( Tl**?-P.( I '**?*Sf f '**..,*G';( T)) /{'\!DO( f l*RFT 
1 ( T ) ) 
'1 ( I l ::? • * ( 1 • - C r) S ( A l D P ( T l l '" r: J S ( ~ ~: T ( l 1 ) l -f.. fl. { I ) * S T 'J f P ~ T ( T l l * S T "J ( H P P ( T 
Ill 
HY ( I ) = /1. L P fl ( I ) * * ?- R != T ( Tl * *? 
S .., 1 { T ) = H H ( T l I { R { I ) * * ? * ( 1 • + S f T ) * * / * C" f t l * * ? l 1 * ( '"" ~ f I l * S [ ~J C q E T ( I l l * r: :1 <; 
l ( ~ l P P ( I } l - H n I I ) * S I ~! r t. L o !"' ( T ) l * r. n S I 9 F T I T l I ) I n { r l * r: ! ( I ) I Y 1. ( T l 
c:; .., 2 c r 1 = H 4 c r 1 1 < P. t r 1 * * ? ,:r c 1 • +- s c ' 1 * * -z * r. c r 1 1., * ? > ' ~, r '-1 r--. r ! ' * s r ~ · r {j, '. of) r r 1 l - ~ q 
l!Il*STNfPFT(J)))/n!Tl*ETIT)IXL(Tl 
c;.., v 1 c r 1 = c Doc T 1 * r c r'l s r " to') r r , 1 * r. n s c P. F T f r 1 1 -1 • 1 + F f 1 r 1 * s r "'' c "'- on r r 1 , * s r 
lr-.J(PfTf T) l llfl( I )*fi{ Tl /Xtf T )t.<*? 
S 1.4 y?. ( I l = ~ H ( T ) * ( C n S I ~ L 0 P ( T l ) - C ,-,Sf q c T ( T l ) 1 In ( T 1 * r: T ( T l I Y I ( T l * *? 
S ~ V 1 ( l ) = H H I T ) * ( 11 R I T l * S T ~! ( A L 0 P f T ) 1 * r l S f u != T f l l ) - Y 'l ( ' l * C r1 <;: I 1\ L P n ( T ) ) * <; 
l I \l ( R F T ( T ) ) ) I I n ( I ) * tJ. L n 9 ( I I ~,, q E T ( r I * f 1 • + S ( I ) * *? * C { l 1 ~' * ? l l ':r F T f T ) I '< l f T l 
l**' 
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FROGRiU'i 2 - Continued 
~ ~ V 7 ( I l ~ 1-fl-l { T ) * { R" f T ) * S { ~~ { ~ L P 0 ( I ) ) - H fl { T ) * S I 1\J { q ~ T ( I I ) ) I ( '1 f T ) >:< 1\ I D p ( I ) 
l*fiFT(T)~fl.+SCil*'*?*r{Tl**?)l*FICII/XLCTl**3 -
() V 1 { I ) = S .'•1 v 1 ( T )! C 1 • + c:;c !) * * 7 * r. f I I ** 2 l 
SV?f I )=S~'Y2C I I/( l.+S( f)**2*C:f T l**?l 
724 rJNTlNUE 
f)"' Rrl I=l,'IPR 
f)J 8r.l J=l 9 "'JPR 
XKC I,J)=C. 
0:-J B 01 K = 1, Nl\1 
K1=2*'<-1 
K2=7*K 
881 X<CJ,J)=XKCT,J)+ 1\'--I(T,Kll * (S~<'l(Kl*A'·HJ,I<'l) + S""7(K)*l\'HJ,'<7l) 
1 +~~(J,K2l*(SM?(Kl*~M(J,Kll + S~l!Kl*AM(J,~;:>)) 
ry) qrz T=l,"'PS 
on AC'2 J=l,\IPR 
TT=T+NPR 
XI((JJ,J)=O. 
1)1 BO? K=l,NM 
'<l=.?*K-1 
K2=7*K 
R :1? X'< ( I I , J l =X K { T I , .J ) + fl P { T , K l ) * ( S V l { '< ) >:c 1\ "-' ( J, K 1 l + c:; V.? ( K ) * 1\ "1 ( J, K? ) l + !\ ~ ( I , 
l'<7l*CSV7CKI*A~(J,Kl)+SVl(Kl*~"1(J,K?Il 
J)'l R(13 I=l,NPR 
n'l RC3 J=l,"'JPS 
TI=J+r._IPR 
XI<( ( I , I T l = (). 
f1'l RQ1 K=l,N~ 
Kl=?*l(-1 
K?=?*'< 
B 0 1 X< ( T , I I ) = X :.( ( T , I I ) + .".. M ( I , I( 1 ) * ( S ·~ V 1 ( I( l * 1\ q ( J , K 1 ) + <; "vl Y 2 ( K l * fl R. f J , '< 2 I ) + A "1 ( 
1I, 1C~l*(S..,.V?{Kl*A" (J,Kll+S~Yl(K)*I\q(J,K2l) 
'l'l 804 I=l,"JPS 
f)'l RC4 J=l,"'JPS 
II=~,IPP+I 
JJ :r.-JPR +J 
TS=~~-NPS+I 
XI( f I I, JJ) =0. 
X'< ( I I , J J ) = fl M S { I , J ) * X~ ( I S l I X X'~* XL ( T S l I X Y L *X c I I X X I * * ~ * r. C * * ? 
J)J RD4 '<=l,NM 
Kl='Z*K-1 
K?=?*K 
Rr4 X~C!T,JJ)=XKfTT,JJl+fo.Q(f,Kll*fC:::Q\/1 (Kl*"P(J,Kl)+C:::~V2 ('<l*fi.Q(J,I(?)) 
1 + f\D(!,'<.?.H•(SRV2 (K)*I\q(J,Kll+<)PVl {'<)*A~(J,K?l) 
DETF.R'-1=1. 
rn 4C'O J=l,'JP 
4ryr I'Jf1EX(J,l>=O T=r 
44C !\'-'6X=-l. 
n, '50'5 J=l,NP 
T F C I ~~ n f X ( J , 1) ) '1 05 , 4 6 0 , '5 n '5 
460 n~ 50~ K=l,NP TF c I'lnFX!Kr u) sco, 490, 5'JO 
48C T=~q~(XK(J,Kil 
r~ cr-t\..,1\Xl 5nr,srr, 48'> 
4 8 c; T Q n 1-1 = J 
I C nt. = K 
l\'-"AX=T 
I)C:J UJNTJNIJF 
'105 ClNT T"HJI= 
FROGHA.f'I 2 - Continued 
yc (~~~X) O?f,Q}C,I)lO 
51:':1 I\Jr:l':X (IC'lL,ll=IPO\.J 
IF ( TR'1W-Ir.nt) '54C, 7lrJ, '>'+0 
~4C DFTFR~=-~FTER~ 
f)') AC:) l.=l,NP 
SI~~P=XKf!~~~-~.Ll 








nn 7"iC L=l,NP 
750 XKfiCOL,l )=XK(Tr~nL,U *DTVrJT 
1)1 q5~ l1=l,NP 
TF fll-I~Oll 881), os::;'), R00 
PCC T=VKfLl,J(f1L) 
XKCLl,TC:Cll)=C'.n 
f1tl 85CJ L=!,"JP 
R50 XK(I.l,L )=X<fll,Ll-XK( IC'lt,Ll*T 
050 C:JNTTNIJF 
Gn Tfl 44C 
9 '-, C' T C n L = f "'l n E X f I , 2 l 
P. 0 1.4 = I ~~ f) E X ( IC~ 0 l. , l. ) 
01 ore:; K=l,"!P 
Swflo=X'<f'<,TPnWJ 
X'<(K, IQ!lWl=XK (1< 1 TCOl) 
W'\5 Xlo((K,TCJl )=SWAP 
1 = r -1 




r,n TO 4 
13 IF (JNI=L-NC:) OH', 14, 910 
14 fC(f)fTEQ~*F1l~)5,913,o 
o T F f C: C - C S F N ) 4 , o 3'.1 , 9V1 
I) CC?= cr. 
CCC::f...V=Cf? 
f)FTE?=OFTfRM 
r:c1 = cc-oc:c 
OETFl=FOtn 
R CC= CCCl*DETF?-CC2*DETFll/ (~FTF2-DFT~ll 
r\JC:=Nf+l 
FtlUl=rJETf::' 
r;'l rr 2?2 
0 l ~ C , 'J T PHJ F 
lOC~ FlQ~AT (Fl~.~, 4X, ~~~lA.7) 
T~=(aRS(rr-r:ctJ-~AS(CC-~~?ll7~~,10G,100 
70} IFfAPS(CC-CCll-1.~-4) Ql3,oll,?31 
?31 CC?=CC 
nFTF7=f1FTFR\1 
r;o TO 40? 
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PROGRAM 2 - Continued 
~r~ !F(~RSfCr.-CS?)-l.F-4) Ql1,ql3,233 
.,:n rr.J=r.c 
llFTF1=1lETFQ ... 
4C3 TF(AP~(Cr.l-CC?J -1.F-~) 0[3,911,601 
AC~ r~= ((Cl*llETF?-Cr.2*~FTFl)/ (f1FTE2-IlET~ll 
r;1 rn 22? 
0 1~ T'JFL=T\IFL+1 
P=CC/XXL~*2*SORT(XFI/XXM) 
D'-!:1"-PN 




Gl Tl"1 222 
127 WQTTEf1,"2~liNFL 
0?2 FQR..,AT fl7HCNUM~FR o~ ~ODE =,I3,12H IS nPTAf~ED//) 
P'I=P 
WRITF(3,024l 
024 FJC>'-1!\T (31~ V~LIJE 01= FRF:OUFNCY Rt\f') PEP Sf(/) 
WRTT!:(3,o?'5)PN 
025 1=1D"1~T (F2~.t?.) 
WRTTFf3,ol6) 
q 1 ~ I= 1 P '1 .fl T ( I ? C.:~ V ~ l U E S m: 5 T T F F N E S S f) 
f11 o17 T=l,NM 




p: f 1\!C-..,~) 2~0, 9~C, cno 
7R'; \o/QITF('3,219l 
cr:= c C+ or. r: 
Gr'l TO 27.2 





READ AND rRINT 
INPUT 
COI1FUTE AXIAL FORCES 
OF MENBERS 
TRAIISFOH.HATION OF 
UNITS OF XI,EI,A, 
XM , XEI , XJavl 
COY~UTE C,R,S,ALFHA, 
BETA, GAn'lA, DEL 
GIVE mJ ,rN ,Nc ,INFL, j 
AND CC INITIAL VALUES 
INCREASE CC BY DCC 
AND SET FOLD=DETERM 
DCC 
HRITE NO. OF f'IODE AND 
STIFFNESS COEFS. 
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INCREASE NO. OJi' r·:ODE BY 
Ol'rE AITD DETER!-:INE DIF-
FEHENCE BE11'1.lEEN FREQUEN-
CIES OF PREVIOUS I'iODE .AND 
!':ODE JUST C.ALCULATED 
CO:rv-J.FUTE B, Tl, T2 ,BET ~+--+---+--t----1 
-,0 + 
.----:if-----, 
CONFUTE DYNAI'UC COr·1PUTE DYNAMIC 
S1l'IFFNESG COEFS. STIFFNESS COEFS. 
VALUE OF XK ~~TRIX 
CO~PUl'ED 
EVALUATE DET XK 
USING f"IATRIX INVER-
GION TECHNIQUE 
1:/RITE CC , DE'rEill1 
FLO\JCHART - DYNAi'liC ANALYSIS 
0 
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INPUT DATA - DYNAHIC ANJ\LYSIS 
Card 
No. 
Quantities Input Description 
Specification 
1 1 I5 
2 6 2 6 3 4I5 
3 96. 96. 96. 96. 96. 96. 7F10.4 
4 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 7F10.4 
5 .018667 .018667 .018667 
.018667 .018667 .018667 7F10.4 
6 96. 5 •• 081667 3F10.4 
7 1 •• 51 •• 50. O. 7F10.4 
8 .667.667.667.667.667.667 7F10.4 
9 24. 24. 24. 24. 24. 24. 7F10.4 
10 3278.04 3F10.4 
11 .2 20 •• 3 3F10.4 
12 1 2 1. 
13 1 3 1. 
14 1 9 1. 
15 2 4 1 •. 
16 2 11 1. 
17 3 8 1. 
18 3 12 1. 
19 4 6 1. 
20 4 7 1. 
21 4 10 1. 
22 -1 
23 1 2 1. 
24 1 3 -1. 
25 1 6 1. 
26 1 7 -1. 
27 2 4 1. 


























Total running and compilation time on a IBM 360 Model 50 
is 62.3 seconds. 
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API_)ENDIX D 
Shear Shape Factor 
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SHEAH SHAPE FACTOR 
\.Jhenever the effect of shear deformation is studied 
in either a stability or dynamic analysis, a value for 
the shear shape factor must be selected. This shear coef-
ficient, K', accounts for the non-uniform distribution of 
shear stress and shear strain on the cross section of a 
member. The accepted definition of K' for the static case 
is that it is the ratio of the average shear strain on 
a cross section to the shear strain at the centroid. 
However, there is disagreement about what value and defi-
nition of K' to use in the dynamic case. 
Cowper(l3) presents a method of calculating the K' 
value that accounts for the stress distribution in both 
cross sectional directions, therefore, he disagrees with 
the basic definition of K'. Goodman(l4) criticizes the 
use of the static strain distribution as a basis for cal-
culating K' for high frequencies. He states that the 
strain distribution of the higher modes should be used 
in determining K' , since the effect of shear deformation 
is the greatest in this range of frequencies. Ebner and 
Billington(5) use the static definition of K' to develop 
values which they found to be in close agreement with those 
derived using Cowper's equation for \·IF sections. Their 
explanation of this situation is that there is little var-
iation in the shear stress across the web of the WF beam, 
since it is a thin walled section. Their equation for K' is 
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K' It (lD) = qA 
where 
I = moment of inertia; 
t = thickness of member; 
q = the first moment of the area above the axis; and 
A = cross sectional area of member. 
The author selected to use Eq. (lD) to determine the 
K' value used in this investigation. For a rectanc,ular 
cross section, this value is .667, vlhile Cowper's value 
of K' for this section is .85, assuming a Poisson's ratio 
of 0.3. The effect which these different K' values have 
on the natural frequencies of the riGid frame shown in 
Fi~. 6(a), is indicated in Table lD. These frequencies 
correspond to a L/R ratio of 10. 
TABLE lD 
V.A.RIATION IN NATURAL FREQ,UENCIES OF RIGID FR.AYJ.E WITHOUT 
SIDESHAY DUE TO K' 
Frequency (rad/sec) 
.Mode K'=.667 K' =.850 
1 8721.3 9013.4 
2-3 10780. 11395. 
4 12784.4 13714.7 
5 24756.5 26326.6 
As illustrated, the higher frequencies are sensitive to 
a variation inK'. The author does not know which of 
these values is the more correct, however, he feels that 
Cowper's treatment of a beam as a three dimensional element 
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is inconsistent with that used in this study. Goodman(l4) 
indicates that for the lower natural frequencies, the 
dynamic stress distribution is similar to the static stress 
distribution, therefore, it seems justifiable to use the 
static stress distribution in determining K' when the 
lower frequencies are studied. 
For convenience of reference, the K' values for stand-
ard WF sections are compiled in this appendix. The solu-
tions were performed on an electronic computer using Eq. (lD). 
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SHEAR SHAPE FACTOR 
Section Shape Factor Section Shape Factor 
36WF300 .34981 27WF84 .44131 
36WF280 .34995 24\v'Fl60 .30995 
36WF260 .35730 24WF145 .31525 
36WF245 .35948 24\JF130 .32451 
36.WF230 .36348 24\JF120 .3LJ-411 
36WF194 .42960 24' . JF110 .34348 
36WF182 .43057 24WF100 .34554 
36WF170 .43174 24\.JF94 .39988 
36~.JF160 .43816 24\JF84 .40512 
361tfF150 .44523 24WF76 .41598 
36WF135 .46779 24WF68 .43510 
33WF240 .35198 21l..IF142 .30339 
33WF220 .35643 21' . .JF127 .30151 
33WF200 .36055 21WF112 .30464 
331..1Fl52 .41905 21WF96 .37995 
33'.·/F141 .42766 21WF82 .38339 
33\-1F130 .44134 21WF73 .39859 
33TJF118 .45985 21WF68 .40244 
3Qi..JF210 • 34092 21WJ!"62 .40918 
30\.JF190 .34367 21WF55 .42798 
30\/F1 72 .34833 18WF114 .29410 
3m.JF132 .4215? 18WF105 .29599 
30WF124 .42576 18WF9? .29782 
3m.JF116 .435?6 181.JF85 .34237 
30HF108 .45095 18WF77 .34005 
30'vlF99 .46519 18WF?O .34344 
27WF177 .34011 18WF64 .34448 
27WF160 .3406? 18WF60 .38112 
27\.JF145 .34136 18WF55 .38?2? 
27vlF114 .40884 18WF50 .38986 
27vlF102 .41326 18WF45 .40244 
27w'F94 .42199 16WF96 .2?886 
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Section Shape Factor Section Shape Factor 
16WF88 .28483 14\.JF95 .21584 
16WF78 
.33396 14.1fl!,87 .21250 
16WF71 .33544 14'.-.'F84 .23648 
16WF64 
.33757 14~JF78 • 2l~061 
16WF58 .34067 14'~.JF74 .26650 
16WF50 .37339 14' . .JF68 .26825 
16\.JF45 .37592 14WF61 .26934 
16WF40 .37444 14WF53 .30202 
16WF36 .40030 14\aJF48 
.30477 
14WF426 .22814 14WF43 .30800 
14WF398 .22747 14WF38 
.35565 
14WF370 .22576 14WF34 .36240 
14WF342 .22482 14WF30 .38316 
14WF314 .22153 12\·JF190 .23196 
14WF287 .22127 12¥1F161 .22881 
14~JF264 .21882 12':lF133 .226(,2 
14\VF246 .21733 12WF120 .23319 
14WF237 .21749 12WF106 .22859 
14WF228 .21582 12WF99 .22814 
14\.JF219 .21527 12WF92 .22926 
14TJF211 .21663 12WF85 .22483 
14\JF202 .21404 12WF79 .22841 
14~1F193 .21346 12\JF72 .22833 
14WF184 .21059 12'dF65 .22838 
14\.JF176 .21372 12WF58 .23626 
14idF167 .21324 12\-IF53 .24687 
14\.JF158 .21008 12WF50 .28095 
14\.JF150 .20997 12WF45 .28176 
14\.fF142 • .21512 12WF40 .27712 
1L~\.JF320 .28192 12\VF36 .31731 
14WF136 .21846 12WF31 .31832 
14\JF127 .21544 12WF27 .32754 
14WF119 .21398 10WF112 .22488 
14WF111 .21619 10WF100 .22520 
14WF103 .21314 lO.wF89 .22450 
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